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Centaur Theatre Presents  
THE SHOPLIFTERS  

by Morris Panych 
 

 
Synopsis 

 
Alma, a feisty career shoplifter with serious street cred, spends her time helping her 
less fortunate neighbours, and sticking it to the man, by redistributing what she sees 
as undeserved corporate profit. Dom, a righteous crime fighting evangelist having a 
very busy first day on the job, catches Alma and her skittish sidekick, Phyllis, with a 
couple of rib steaks stuffed up their skirts. Otto, the world-weary head security guard 
is called in to interrogate but it soon becomes apparent that he has a more 
magnanimous opinion of Alma’s sticky fingers. A hilarious examination of the effects 
of capitalist culture on the haves and have-nots. 
  
For a truly Montreal experience, the playwright has adapted two of the English-
speaking characters into Francophones in an all-new script created especially for 
Centaur. 
  
"Theft at its worst is greed, but at its best can symbolize an act of defiance against 
the system...We all have our own internal sense of justice that doesn't always match 
the legal one."  – Morris Panych 
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From left, Anna Cummer, Jeff Lillico, Stephen Hair and Nora McLellan in The 
Shoplifters at Theatre Calgary.  PHOTOGRAPHER: TRUDIE LEE 

 
Background Info 

 
 

THE CAST 
(in alphabetical order) 

ALMA:  performed by Ellen David  

PHYLLIS:  performed by Marie-Ève Perron  

OTTO:  performed by Michel Perron  

DOM:  performed by Laurent Pitre  

SETTING:  The stockroom of a large supermarket.  
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About the Playwright – Morris Panych 

 
Playwright, actor, and director Morris Panych has been described 
as “a man for all seasons in Canadian theatre.” The Shoplifters 
adds to the more than two dozen plays he has written, many of 
which have been translated and produced throughout the world.  
His plays have twice won the Govern General’s Award for Drama 
and he has won the Jessie Richardson Theatre Award fourteen 
times for acting and directing.  Panych has directed more than 
ninety theatre productions and has been nominated six times for 
Toronto’s Dora Mavor Moore Award and three times for the 
Chalmers Award for his more than fifty acting roles in theatre, 
television and film.   

 
THEMES 

Resilience 
Personal morality and ethics 

Economic inequality 
Social justice 

Greed 
Justice 

Anti-capitalism 
 

Pre-show Discussion 
 
True or False 
 
Instructions:  in pairs or small groups. Discuss each of the following statements and 
determine whether you believe the statement to be true or false. 

1. ___  Shoplifting is a crime in Quebec. 
2. ___  Acting as a lookout or blocking an employee or customer’s view while       

        your friend steals is legal. 
3. ___  It’s OK to shoplift if it’s the store’s fault... like if the store charges high     

                  prices; or the lines at the checkout counter are too long; or the    
                  salespeople are mean. 
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4. ___  If you’re caught shoplifting, most stores will just let you go after you’ve  
        confessed and apologized. 

5. ___  Shoplifting isn’t such a big deal compared to other crimes. 
6. ___  Being caught shoplifting can’t really effect a person’s future. 
7. ___  No one is hurt by the little bit a shoplifter takes from a store. 
8. ___  Big stores can afford to cover financial losses caused by shoplifting. 
9. ___  Teenagers commit the highest rates of shoplifting. 
10. ___  You can’t go to jail for just shoplifting. 

 
 

Pre-show Discussion Questions 
 
Instructions:  The following questions can be used as pre-viewing oral discussion 
prompts or written reflection questions to prepare students for the setting, topics and 
themes of the play.   
 

1. What do you know about shoplifting?  Why do you think people shoplift? Who 
shoplifts?   
 

2. What does it mean to be a have and a have not? 
 

3. Have you ever stolen something?  Why?  Can you justify why you stole?   
 

4. How might someone else’s act of shoplifting affect you? 
 

5. Have you or do you know someone who has committed an act of defiance 
‘against the system’?  Can this act be justified?  

 
 

Writing & Acting Exercise 
 
Note:  The following quotes are taken from the script The Shoplifters.  A teacher could 
assign one quote to a pair of students as a written or performed scene prompt for two 
characters.  Working with these quotes in advance of seeing the production can help 
students become familiar with the play’s themes and develop a more universal 
interpretation of these themes by creating new contexts for them. 
 
Instructions:  With your partner, choose one of the quotes below and write and/or 
perform a 90-second duet scene. Consider a variety of contexts, outside of retail 
shoplifting, that would allow you to bring a new/original contextual meaning to the 
quote.    
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“Stealing isn’t always just about taking things.”   

“How would you feel if someone stole something from you?” 

“There are reasons for things. But you don’t see that reason because you are too 
busy applying the law.” 

“You think this all comes down to what’s right and wrong?” 

“You’d be surprised what you can do when nobody is looking.” 

“Getting caught is part of the deal.” 

“…the whole key to our success is that we remember what we said and what we 
didn’t say.” 

“Why didn’t we stick with the plan?” 

“…I was testing the system.” 

 
Acting Exercise: Character Duets & Status 

 
Instructions:  The following two-person scene excerpts from the play demonstrate 
the contrasting statuses of the characters.  Use these short scenes to explore the 
status relationships in the play.  How might scenes involving contrasting characters 
add drama, tension, humour to a scene?  Have students read, rehearse and perform 
these scenes and then debrief as a class.  
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Step 1:  In pairs, decide on roles and read the excerpt once to determine the status of 
each character. 
 
Step 2:  Practice the scene with your partner three times in a row without stopping. 
Excerpt 1:  pages 3-4 
ALMA.  Great, I’m dealing with amateurs now, upstarts. 
DOM.  You’re the amateur lady. 
ALMA.  Don’t “lady” me. 
DOM.  Don’t “amateur” me.  I’ve taken the Security Guard and Private Investigator 
multiple-choice exam.  Twice. 
ALMA.  But what’s your on-the-job experience?  This is what everybody’s 
wondering. 
DOM.  I have twenty-ten vision in this eye. 
ALMA.  I’m not talking to some rookie. 
DOM.  Duly recorded. (writing) Will not talk. 
ALMA.  What about the other eye?  Is that in working order? 
DOM.  I can spot a thief. 
ALMA.  Are you familiar at all with the myth of Prometheus? 
DOM.  Are you familiar with the law? 
 
Excerpt 2:  pages 12 & 13 
DOM.  The uniform is pending. 
ALMA.  They haven’t actually hired you, have they? 
DOM.  I’m in training. 
ALMA.  Oh, so those are training pants. 
DOM.  These are the pants of authority, lady. 
ALMA.  I’m looking at a second stringer. 
DOM.  And I am looking at a thief.  
ALMA.  With which eye? I can’t tell. 
DOM.  With this one.  
He stabs himself in the eye with his pen. 
Ummg!  Ow.  Ow! 
ALMA.  What did you do? 
DOM.  Nothing. 
ALMA.  You just stab yourself? 
DOM.  I’m done talking with you for the time being. 
ALMA.  Really, we just got started. 
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Each time you read the excerpt, increase your expression of high or low status to 
explore ways to create greater tension and/or humour, and to develop the character. 
 
Step 3:  Perform your excerpt for your class or in front of a small group of your peers.   
 
Step 4:  Debrief the exercise.  What did you notice about the status of each character?  
Why might contrasting status of characters create humour or tension?  What did you 
notice when you have a duet scene with two high status characters? 
 
 

Excerpt 3:  pages 49-51 
OTTO.  So. 
ALMA.  So. 
OTTO.  Steaks? 
ALMA.  It’s a special occasion. 
OTTO.  It is now. 
ALMA.  Your partner threatened me with a ball-point pen. 
OTTO.  Overzealous. 
ALMA.  Not like you. 
OTTO.  I take the broader view. 
ALMA.  Intellectual, are you? 
OTTO.  Looks like we got ourselves a situation here, Alma. 
ALMA.  Looks like.  
OTTO.  Just how, exactly, are we going to get ourselves out of it? 
ALMA.  You could let us go for a start. 
OTTO.  I’m inclined to. 
ALMA.  What’s standing in your way? 
OTTO.  You are. 
ALMA.  Me? 
OTTO.  I feel like maybe it’s time we had a real conversation. 
ALMA.  What about? 
OTTO.  I don’t know, the nature and meaning of theft, maybe. 
ALMA.  I got a bus to catch. 

 

 
Post-Viewing Exercise  

Exercise 1:  following your viewing of the play, complete the chart below.  Indicate 
which characters in the play have high status and which have low status.  Indicate 
each character’s overall objective in the play.   
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Characters Low Status High Status Objective(s) 
Alma  

 
  

 
Phyllis  

 
  

 
Otto  

 
  

 
Dom  

 
  

 
 
Exercise 2:  Experiment with Morris Panych’s writing style for The Shoplifters, by 
writing your own 16-20 line two-person script. 

Some things to keep in mind:  

• The characters should be distinct and contrasting. 

• The characters must possess unequal status. 

• The characters must have opposing objectives. 

• Lines should be short and delivered quickly. 

• Build tension through the exploration of the conflict (which results from 
opposing objectives and/or unequal status). 

• Advanced:  How can you evoke an empathetic response from your audience for 
both of your characters?  Is there a way that they can both be right? 

 
Step 1:   Brainstorm: In pairs, create two characters and decide on their relationship, 
status and situation.  
 
Step 2:  Draft a short two-person script.   
 
Step 3:  Rehearse, share feedback and edit the script.  Rehearse again. 
 
Step 4:  Perform your script for your class or in front of a small group of your peers.   
 
Step 5:  Evaluate. 
 
Step 6:  Debrief. 
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Post-Show Discussion Questions 
 
Instructions:  The following questions can be used as post-show oral discussion 
prompts or written reflection questions to assess students’ understanding and 
appreciation of the play. 
 
1. Describe a situation when you engaged in or witnessed someone you know 

committing an act of defiance against the system.  Discuss your position on this 
act of defiance.  Identify reasons this act of defiance may be interpreted as 
justifiable and unjustifiable. Example: an NFL player kneeling during the American 
national anthem. 

 
2. Is stealing justifiable under certain conditions? Explain. 
 
3. Are you a shoplifter or a security guard? What do each of these roles represent? 
 
4. Discuss the following quote by Morris Panych taken from an interview he gave 

about the play.  Can you relate to this statement?   

“We all have our own internal sense of justice that doesn’t always 
match the legal one.” 

5. Why do you think we/people do ‘bad’ things in spite of the consequences? 
 
6. What might be some additional costs or consequences of shoplifting to us as a 

society? 
 
7. What social commentary is the playwright making with this play? 
 
8. Here are some examples of editorial reviews & praise for the play.  Write your own 

brief statement of praise for the play in 140 characters (not including spaces) or 
less. 

 
“Order and justice are happily flipped upside down.” – Theatremania 
 
“This hilarious battle of wits brings the nature and meaning of shoplifting to new 
scales of justice and called for a closer examination of the human condition.”            – 
TheatreBloom.com 
 
“Economic inequality isn’t funny.  Thank God The Shoplifters is…” -- Washington City 
Paper 
 
“You will never wander, hopelessly lost, through the aisles of a Super Store or a Wal-
Mart again and feel the same.” – The Calgary Herald 
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Additional Resources 
 

BREAKING THE RULES:  AN INTERVIEW WITH PLAYWRIGHT MORRIS PANYCH 

by Zachary Moull 

One of Canada’s leading playwrights, Morris Panych has delighted and shocked 
audiences around the world with his darkly absurd comedies about people on the 
edge. At Theatre Calgary, we’ve presented Vigil, 7 Stories, and The Overcoat on the 
Max Bell stage. In anticipation of our Canadian premiere of The Shoplifters, we spoke 
with Morris about theft, theatre, and his connection to Calgary.  

What sparked the idea for The Shoplifters?  

It was watching people steal, especially in grocery stores. They’re often bad at it and 
somehow still get away with it. Also, I read a story about how 15% of shoplifting is 
done by seniors, and often it’s just for something to do as much as being based on 
need. That made me start thinking about the different reasons that people break 
rules. It also happens to be a time in our country when the political rhetoric is more 
and more heated about criminal justice.  

What do you find most intriguing about theft?  

Theft at its worst is greed, but at its best can symbolize an act of defiance against the 
system. What I find most intriguing is that while none of us condones theft, we 
sometimes secretly applaud when something is taken from the rich and given to the 
poor. We all have our own internal sense of justice that doesn’t always match the legal 
one.  

Do you think there are grey areas where stealing can be justified?  

Theft is wrong, no question; how wrong is the question. We all know in our hearts 
that a starving person stealing food to eat is not the same, for instance, as a rich 
executive soaking investors or embezzling funds. There is a lot of in-between when it 
comes to wrongdoing.  

Are you a shoplifter or a security guard?  

I am my own thief. I stop myself more often than I let myself get away, so I guess I’m 
a security guard. But I wish I was more of a shoplifter.  
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Your husband Ken MacDonald designed the set for The Shoplifters, like he has 
for so many of your plays. How does that creative collaboration work?  

Ken has an innate understanding of the underlying absurdity of my work, while at the 
same time understanding that, at its core, there is a strong undercurrent of realism. 
Ken can magically combine these two elements. Our collaborations start almost from 
the inception of the idea, because often, if Ken can’t see the visual component of the 
play I’m working on, he won’t like it as much. So it forces me to explore theatrical 
metaphor in a much bolder way.  

“We all have our own internal sense of justice that doesn’t always match the legal 
one.”  

You were born in Calgary and have a family connection to the area. Is it special 
to have the Canadian premiere of The Shoplifters here?  

I’m very proud, of course, to have my play premiere here. There is some- thing deeply 
fulfilling about completing a circle that involves generations. My grandparents settled 
east of the city early in the 20th century, in Baintree, which is now deserted. During 
the Depression, after my grandfather’s death, my family was forced to move to 
Calgary, living a bit on the edge, skipping out on rent and bills – according to my 
mother, although she could tell a story. My mother has been very influential in my 
writing. Her dark sensibilities affected me greatly as a child and even as an adult. And 
in my office I have a picture of me at the Calgary Zoo, standing with my grandmother 
in front of a polar bear. I still remember being terrified. But my grandmother, who was 
a school teacher and a fierce grammarian, always had a weird nursery rhyme to 
console me, usually about somebody being thrown down a set of stairs.  

Why do you write plays, as opposed to anything else?  

I don’t really know anything else. Theatre is the simplest, most satisfying expression 
of storytelling, and it’s communal, so it’s ultimately a social act. As we move further 
and further away from each other through technology, as conversations become 
shorter and people are swallowed by the screaming chaos of media in all its forms, 
theatre remains the last, best refuge of living ideas and expressed feelings.  

Source:  The Shoplifters program, Theatre Calgary 2015 
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Additional Resources 
 
About the Play 
 
Preview video clips of the play 
The Shoplifters "Packs A Comic Punch!" - Arena Stage, Washington, DC. 
  
A scene from Morris Panych's THE SHOPLIFTERS at Theatre Calgary.  
 
Behind the scenes on The Shoplifters.  
 
Art Talk with Morris Panych and Ken MacDonald 

Theater Reviews 
Theatre Calgary embraces the grey areas with The Shoplifters  
 
The Shoplifters at Arena Stage at the Mead Center for American Theater  
 
Tackling a meaty subject gingerly  
 
 
About Shoplifting 
 
Five Myths about Shoplifting (article) 
 
Six Myths about Shoplifting, Debunked (article) 
 
CBC Doc Zone’s “The Secret World of Shoplifting (video) 
 
What happens when shoplifters get caught? (30 min.) (podcast) 
 
 
Theatre Exercises 
 
High & Low Status exercises for students 
https://www.theatrefolk.com/blog/high-statuslow-status-character-physicality/ 
(Also see video of Status Walk Game embedded in article) 
 
Free Status Walk Game: https://www.theatrefolk.com/giveaways/status-walks-game 
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Glossary 
Note:  Reading and viewing the play offers a great opportunity to review and/or develop 
students’ understanding of many of the drama terms and techniques that are demonstrated 
in the play.  The following drama terms are applied and relevant to this production.   

Beat:  used in parenthesis within a script to indicate a quick shift in the direction or 
mood of the scene.  A beat can be used when there’s a change in the action of the 
play (a character turns to a new subject or problem, there is a conflict, someone 
enters or exits). 
 
Characterization:  how an actor uses body, voice, action, dialogue, costuming and 
thought to develop and portray a character; how a playwright develops character 
indirectly through language, action and interaction with other characters.   
 
Conflict:  a struggle between opposing forces, ideas or interests, that creates 
dramatic tension in a play.  The conflict may occur within a character as well as 
between characters and is usually resolved by the end of the story or play. 
 
Dramatic Irony: when the audience knows something which characters in the play do 
not. This allows the audience to understand the real importance or meaning of what is 
happening and it can create tension for the viewers as well. 
 
Duet: in acting, when two people perform on stage. 
 
Empathy:  the capacity to relate to the feelings of another; in this case, the characters 
of the play. 
 
Foreshadowing:  a hint or warning of things to come, making specific events in the 
plot seem more probable as they unfold. 

Irony:  a state of affairs or an event that seems deliberately contrary to what one 
expects and is often amusing as a result. 
 
Morality play:  an allegorical drama popular in Europe especially during the 15th and 
16th centuries, in which moral lessons are taught to the audience. 
 
Objective:  what a character wants in a scene, a character’s goal.  A character’s 
objective should motivate their actions.   
 
Status:  the contrasting power difference in the relationship between two characters. 
A high-status character in a high status behaves dominantly towards a low status 
character. 
 
Tension: the atmosphere created by unresolved or disquieting situations that human 
beings feel compelled to address; the state of anxiety the audience feels because of a 
threat to a character in a play. 
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